JAWAHAR NAVODAYA VIDYALAYA, CHIKKAMAGALURU, KARNATAKA – 577 112
Detailed Write up of the events held in connection with ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat’
(EBSB) for the first Quarter. (January 2018 to March2018)

Oaths and pledges:
Oaths and pledges were rendered in both Hindi and Kannada in the school
assembly by the students of respective houses during assembly activities. The
student were encouraged to sing community songs in different languages to
inculcate the spirit of unity and harmony towards Ek Bharath Sresht Bharath. Efforts
were made by the students to prepare and render speeches on special topics in both
Hindi and Kannada in the morning assembly. These speeches were recorded in a
register as evidence for Ek Bharath Sresht Bharath. Special photos of the same are
being attached with this report.

1.Essay Writing Competition in Hindi(25.01.2018)
The department of Hindi conducted an essay writing competition in Hindi on
the topic “ Our National Language Hindi and its importance’ for both Junior and
Senior categories. The students whose mother tongue is Kannada were encouraged
to participate in this competition in large numbers after they were provided with
resources available in Library and Internet.

2.Essay Writing Competition in Kannada(25.01.2018)
The department of Kannada conducted an essay writing competition in
Kannada on the topic “ The role of Students in Promoting Kannada Language ’ for
Junior categories.

3.Story Writing Competition in Kannada(15.02.2018)
The department of Kannada also conducted a story writing competition in
Kannada for Junior and Senior categories. The scanned copies of stories are
attached herewith.

4.Workshop of translating Hindi Sentences into Kannada.(15.02.2018)
The department of Hindi and Kannada together conducted a workshop of
translating Hindi sentences into Kannada. Later these sentences were consolidated
and filed. A copy of the same is attached for reference.

5.Agriculture Field Trips.(03.03.2018)
The migrated students visited the gardens in the vicinity of the vidyalaya and
shown the indigenous species of plants grown in Chikmagalore which also includes
cash crops like coffee, areca nut, cardamom and pepper. They also interacted with
farmers who grew these crops and exchanged information on agricultural practices.

